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Abstract. A ring R is called a right SC-ring if every singular right R-module is continuous.
Similarly, a module M is said to be an SC-module if every M-singular module is continuous.
In this paper, several characteizations of right SC-rings and ,SC-modules are given.

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, R is an associative ring with identity and Mod-R denotes
the category of all unital right R-modules. For amodule M e Mod-R ,by of,Ml, we
denote the subcategory of Mod-R whose objects are submodules of M-generated
modules. The socle, the singular submodule and the injective hull of M are denoted
by Soc(M), Z(M), and E(M), respectively. A module N e Mod-R is said to be
semisimple if Soc(N) : N, nonsingular if Z(N):0, and singular if Z(N): N.
For a given module M e Mod-R, a module N e Mod-R is called M-singular if it is
singular in olMl, i.e., there exists a module K e olMl with an essential submodule
Z such that N - KlL.By [, 2], the class of all M-singular modules and the class
of all singular modules are closed under taking direct sums, submodules and
homomorphic images. For a module N e Mod-R, the maximal M-singular sub-
module of N is called its M-singular submodule and is denoted,by Zy(N).

For a module M e Mod-R we consider the following conditions:
(Co) If M : Mr @ Mz, then !\ and M2 are relatively injective.
(C1) Every submodule of M is essential in a direct summand of M.
(Cz) Every submodule of M isomorphic to a direct summand of M is itself a

direct summand of M.
(q) If A and B are direct summands of M with,4 i B : 0, then A @ B is a direct

summand of M.
A module M is called continuous (resp., quasi-continuous) if it satisfies (Cr ) and

(C2) (resp., (Cr) and (C:)). By [6], every quasi-continuous module satisfies (Co)
(see [6, 2.10]).

It is easy to see that the following hierarchy holds:

semisimple = quasi-injective + continuous + quasi-continuous - (Co ).
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A module M e Mod-R is defined to be an S/-module (resp., SC-module) if

every M-singular right R-module is M-injective (resp., continuous). If M : Rn,

we have notions of right S/-rings and right SC-rings, respectively.

Let .il be a class of modules in Mod-R. We say that a module N e Mod-R is

.il-injective if it is l-injective for every A e il.
The class of right S/-rings was introduced by Goodear l2l. Later, Yousif and

Huynh developed this idea in relation to modules. Right ,Sc-ring and SC-modules

are weaker forms of right S/-rings and S/-modules, respectively. In this paper, we
generalize some results in [5, 8] and develop the idea used in [4] to give some

characteizations of SC-modules and right SC-rings.

2. Results

In the first part of this paper, we give some necessary and sufficient conditions for

the fact that every module in a given class to be continuous. Then we apply these

to obtain some characterizations of SC-modules, SC-rings, locally noetherian

modules, right noetherian rings. In the second part, we give characterizations of

SC-modules and SC-rings by requiring singular continuous modules satisfying

the restricted semisimple condition (RSSC) to be injective relative to all singular

modules.

Theorem l. Let .il be a class of modules tn Mod-R such that .il is closed under

taking direct sums and submodules. Then the following stqtements are equiualent:
(a) Euery module in ,il is semisimple.
(b) Euery cyclic module in .il is semisimple.
(c) Euery module in .il is quasi-injectiue.
(d) Euery module in ,il is continuous.
(e) Euery module in ,il is quqsi-continuous.
(f) Euery module in .il satisfies (Co).
(g) Euery module in .il is ,il-injectiue.

Proof. (b) <+ (a)+ (c)+ (d)+ (e)= (f ) are obvious.
(f)-(g). Let A, -B be modulesin,il. Since ,il is closed under taking direct

sums, we have A @ B e .il. By (f ), A @ B satisfies (Cs), therefore, A is -B-injective.

Ilence, A is .il -injective.

(g) - (a). Let A e ,il and B be a submodule of M. We must prove that ,B is a

direct summand of A. Since .il is closed under submodules, we have B e .il. By (g),

B is.il-injective. Then B is,4-injective. Hence, B is a direct summand of l. I

As a consequence of Theorem 1 we obtain the following results.

Corollary 2. [8, Theorem 3] The following statements are equiualent for a module

M e Mod-R:
(a)  MisaSC-module.
(b) Euery M-singular right R-module is semisimple.
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(c) Euery M-singular cyclic right R-module is semisimple.
(d) Euery M-singular right R-module is quasi-injectiue.
(e) Euery M-singular right R-module is quasi-continuous.
(f) Euery M-singular right R-module satisfies (Cs).
(g) Euery M-singular right R-module is A-injectiue for each M-singular right R-

module A.

Corollary 3. The following stqtements are equiualent for a ring R:
(a) R rs a right SC-ring.
(b) Euery singular right R-module is semisimple.
(c) Euery singular cyclic right R-module is semisimple.
(d) Euery singular right R-module is quasi-injectiue.
(e) Euery singular right R-module is quasi-continuous.
(f) Euery singular right R-module satisfies (Cs).
(g) Euery singular right R-module is A-injectiue for each singular right R-module A.

The equivalences (a)<+ (b)<+ (c)<+ (d)<+ (e) in Corollary 3 have been obtained
in [7].

Let c be a cardinal. Following [3], we call a module M e Mod-R c-limited if
the cardinality of every family of independent submodules in M is at most c. In
terms of c-limited modules, several characteizations of rings with chain condi-
tions have been obtained in [3]. A module M with an essential socle is called an
,ES-module. A module is locally noetherian if every finitely generated submodule
is noetherian. As is well known, a ring R is right noetherian if and only if the class
of injective right R-modules is closed under taking direct sums (cf. [9]). By [5],
this is equivalent to the fact that every direct sum of injective right R-modules is
(quasi-)continuous. By [9], a module M is locally noetherian if and only if the class
of M-injective right modules is closed under taking direct sums. On the other hand,
we easily see that the condition (Co) is inherited by direct summands. The following
easy proposition extends some results obtained in [5].

Proposition 4. The following conditions are equiualent for a module M e Mod-R:
(a) Euery direct sum of M-injectiue right modules is quasi-continuous.
(b) Euery direct sum of M-injectiue right R-modules satisfies the condilion (Cs).
(c) There exists a cardinal c such that euery direct sum of M-injectiue modules is a

direct sum of a module satisfying (Cd and a cJimited ES-module.
In this case M is locally noetherian.

Proof. (a) + (b) is obvious.
(b) + (a). Let Ai, i e I be M -injective modules and B : @ i. r Ai. Then .B @ B is

a direct sum of M-injective modules. By (b), B @ B satisfies (Co). Thus, ,B is quasi-
injective. Hence, .B is quasi-continuous.

(b)e (c) follows from [5, Theorem l].
In this case, let B : @i.rAi be a direct sum of M-injective modules A; and

E(M) the injective hull of M. Then by (b), B @ E(M) satisfies (C6). Hence, B is
E(M)-injective. Thus, ,B is M-injective as desired. I

l 0 l
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Corollary 5.'I'he following conditions are equiualent for a ring R:
(a) R is right noetherian.
(b) Eoery direct sum of injectiue right R-modules is quasi-continuous.
(c) Euery direct sum of injectiue right R-modules satisfies the condition (Cd.
(d) There exists q cardinal c such that euery direct sum of injectiue right R-modules

is a direct surn of a module satisfying (Cs) and a c-limited ES-module.

Similarly, we get some characterizations of semisimple modules.

Proposition 6. The following conditions are equiualent for a module M e Mod-R:
(a) M is semisimple.
(b) Euery module in olMl is (quasi-)continuous.
(c) Euery module in olMl sqtisfies the condition (Cd.
(d) There exists a cardinql c such that euery module in olMl is a direct sum of a

module satisfying (Cd and a cJimited ES-module.

Proof. (a) <+ (b) follows from Theorem 1 and the fact that a module M is semi-
simple if and only if every module in olMl is semisimple.

(b)<+ (c) by Theorem 1.
(c)<+ (d) follows from [5, Theorem 1].

Corollary 7. The following conditions are equiualent for a ring R:
(a) R ts semisimple.
(b) Euery right (left) R-module is (quasi-)continuous.
(c) Euery right (left) R-module satisfies the condition (Cs).
(d) There exists a cardinal c such that euery right (left) R-module is a direct sum of

a module satisfying (Cd and c-limited ES-module.

A module M is said to satisfy the RSSC if, for each essential submodule.E of
M, M lE is semisimple. It is clear that every semisimple module satisfies the RSSC,
but the converse is not true in general. The following theorem characterizes SC-
modules by M-singular continuous right R-modules satisfying the RSSC. The fol-
lowing lemma of [4] is important for the proof of the next theorem.

Lemma 8. [4, Lemma l] Let M be an indecomposable quasi-injectiue right R-module.
If H is a submodule of H such.that MIH is noetherian, then H is a continuous
module.

Theorem 9. Let M be a right R-module and Su the class of all M-singular right R-
modules. Then the following conditions are equiualent:
(a)  MisaSC-module.
(b) Euery M-singular continuous right R-module is Sy-injectiue.
(c) Eoery M-singular continuous right R-module satisfying RS^SC is Sy-injectiue.

Proof. (a) + (b) + (c) are clear.
(c) + (a). By Theorem 1, it is enough to prove that every M-singular cyclic

right R-module is semisimple.
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Let N be an M-singular cyclic right R-module. First, we claim that N has a
finite uniform dimension. Assume on the contrary that N has an infinite uniform
dimension. Then N contains an infinite direct sum of nonzero submodules @;.r4..
For each i e I,let xibe a nonzero element in N;. Then N contains the infinite direct
sum @;.7x;R. Each x;R contains a maximal submodule I;. Then @;.7(x;R/Z;) is
an M-singular semisimple module. In particular, it is an M-singular continuous
module satisfying the RSSC. Put I: @i.rLt.Then N/Z contains a submodule
K such that K is isomorphic to the direct sum @i.r6iRlL). Thus, K is an M-
singular continuous module satisfying the RSSC. By (c), K is M-injective and
hence N/Z-injective. Thus, K is a direct summand of the cyclic module NlL, a
contradiction.

To continue, we assume that U1, Uz, . . . , Un are finite many independent uni-
form submodules of N such that the sum

U : U t @ U z @ " ' @ U "

is essential in N. We wish to show that every submodule U; is simple. First, we
show that each Ui is noetherian. Assume on the contrary that there exists a mod-
ule U; which is not noetherian. Then Ui contains an infinitely strictly ascending
chain of the form:

! t R e t t R + ! z R c . ' . .  ( * )

Then y1R contains a maximal submodule Il. The factor module y1RlH1 is an
M-singilar simple module. By (c), it is M-injective, and hence, (mR+ hR)lHr-
injective. This means that (y1R + y2R)|ru: y1RlH1@ NrlHt, where N1 is a
suitable submodule of y1R-tyzR containing ffi. For a maximal submodule II2
of N1 containing I11, (yrR + yzR)lHz = ((yrR + y2R)lH)l@zlH) = y1RlH1@
NrlHz is semisimple. By induction we easily see that, for each integer number z ) l,
ltR + hR + . . . * y*R contains a submodule H^ containin9 H-_t such that,

( y r R  +  l z R +  . - . *  y ^ R ) l H ^  =  E r  @  E z @ . . . @  E - ,

where fi is simple, for all i:1,2,...,m. Since each M-singular simple right R-
module is M-injective, we can find a submodule 11 contained in the union of the
chain (x) such that NIH has the infinitely generated socle. Then Soc(N/II)is S,y-
injective, and hence, NIH-injective. Thus, it is a direct summand of the cyclic
module NlH, a contradiction.

. We now show that each.module U; satisfies the RSSC. Suppose there is a
module U; which does not satisfy the RSSC. Then Ui is not artinian. Since @ is
noetherian, it contains a submodule D maximal with respect to the property that
the module K : UilD is not artinian. Then UilDt is artinian for every submodule
D' of Ui properly containing D. Hence, each factor mbdule of K by its nonzero
submodule is artinian, hence, semisimple. This means that K is a uniform module
satisfying the RSSC. Let V : E(K) be the injective hull of K and Zu(V) the M-
singular submodule of Z. Then Z is uniform and Zy(V) is a nonzero fully invar-
iant submodule of Z containing K. The sum W of all cyclic submodules of Z
satisfying the RSSC is also a nonzero fully invariant submodule of Z. Then
F : Za(V) a W is a nonzero fully invariant submodule of Z. Hence, F is a quasi-
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injective submodule of Z Moreover, F is an M-singular module satisfying the
RSSC. By (c), F is Sy-injective. Then it is Zpr(V)-injective. Hence, ,F is a direct
summand of Zu(Z). This means that Za(V) : F, and hence, Za(V) satisfies the
RSSC. Let x be a nonzero element in Za(V). Then xR contains a maximal sub-
module X. Since xRlX is an M-singtlar simple module, xRlX is ZM(V)IX-
injective. Thus, xR/X is a direct summand of Zy(V)lX, say, Zy(V)lX :
xR/R@ Yf X, for somesubmodule I of Za(V) containingX.Thus, ZM(V)lY -

(ZMV)IX)l(YlX) = xRlX is simple. Sinc,e Za(V ) is quasi-injective, Y is then a
continuous module by Lemma 8. On the other hand, I is an M-singular sub-
module of Zy(V) satisfying the RSSC. By (c), I is S1a-injective, and hence,
Zy(V)-injective. Thus, I is a direct summand of Zy(V). Since Zu(Z) is inde-
composable, we have I : 0. This means that Zy(V) is simple. Thus, K is simple,
a contradiction. Hence, each module Ui satisfies the RSSC.

To end the proof, we may use the previous argument to show that each module
U; is simple. Then the sum

U : U r @ U z @ " ' @ U "

is a M-singular semisimple submodule of N. Again by (c), U is a direct summand
of N. Thus, N : (J, i.e., N is semisimple as desired. I

Corollary 10. Let R be a ring and S the class of all singular right R'modules. Then
the following stqtements are equiualent:
(a) R rs a right SC-ring.
(b) Euery singular continuous right R-module is S'injectiue.
(c) Euery singular continuous right R-module satisfying the RSSC is S-iniectiue.

We note that the following results have been obtained in [4]:
(1) A ring R is semisimple if and only if euery continuous module is injectiue.

(ii) A ring is right SI if and only tf euery singular continuous right R-module sat-
isfying the RSSC is injectiue.

One can obtain from (i) an interesting fact that, whenever a ring R is not
semisimple, Mod-R contains two continuous right R-modules N and M such that
N @ M is not (quasi-)continuous.

Aclcnowledgemezt I would like to thank Professor Dinh Van Huynh for raising problems
and for many helpful comments and useful discussions.
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